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Abst rac t - -The  breaking soliton equations ave of current interest, while the application of com- 
puter algebra to sciences has a bright future. In this paper, a new family of overturning soliton 
solutions for a typical breaking soliton equation is obtained via a computer-algebra.based m thod. 
An example of explicit solutions from the family is given. Solitary waves are also shown to be merely 
a simple case belonging to the family. 
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Recently, the breaking soliton equations have attracted the attention of many mathematicians 
and physicists, as seen, e.g., in [1-5]. These equations have been used to describe the (2+1)- 
dimensional interaction of the Riemann wave propagation with the long-wave propagation [1,4]. 
The self-dual Yang-Mills equation is also found to belong to the class of breaking soliton equa- 
tions [5]. The algebraic properties and Lax pair equations have been addressed in [1,5] and 
references therein. 
One of the typical breaking soliton equations, 
uxt = 4uxu~y + 2uyu~x - ux~y,  (1) 
seems to have been first established in [6,7], and, with some transformations, is able to reduce 
to the known KdV equation [2]. For equation (1), a class of the overturning soliton solutions 
has been introduced, and by the Darboux transformation a new solution can be obtained from a 
known solution [1,5]. 
The application of computer algebra to mathematical nd physical sciences appears to have a 
bright future. Its development enables us to consider, hereby, a method to find out a new family 
of overturning soliton solutions for equation (1). 
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Important o this paper are the following essential ideas of two direct methods: 
(I) Hirota's dependent variable transformation [8] introduces, to begin with, a dependent 
variable z (x ,  t) with a differentiator acting on its function w[z(x ,  t)] = In [z(x, t)]. 
(2) The Clarkson-Kruskal pproach [9] considers a general function F{x ,  t, w[z (x ,  t)]} and tries 
to establish an ordinary differential equation (ODE) for w(z)  so as to impose conditions 
upon F and z. 
Enlightened by those ideas, we propose a generic transformation for a given partial differential 
equation (PDE), 
u(z, y, t) = 0y){w[z(x, y, t)]), (2) 
where the dependent variable z (x ,  y, t) and the operator ft are to be determined. When substi- 
tuting Ansatz (2) into the original PDE, we hope to establish an ODE for w(z) ,  thus imposing 
conditions upon z and ~t. We also note that ~ might be determined first and foremost, which 
would reduce the amount of computations quite a lot. 
It is known that the condition needed for soliton-like solutions to occur is that the effects of 
different mechanisms that act to change wave forms, i.e., dispersion, dissipation, and nonlinearity, 
either separately or in various combinations, are able to exactly balance out (see, e.g., [10- 
13] for a general review). In order to first obtain the expression for ~t, we make the leading- 
order conjecture that the balancing act concentrates on the terms with the highest power of 
the differential coefficients of z (x ,  y, t) (soon to be seen), which seem to dominate the effects 
aforementioned. 
Correspondingly, for equation (1), Ansatz 2 could have the special form 
y, t) = 0y0  y, t)], (3) 
zm.-l-3 zn.-I-1 where m and n are determined as follows: the (possible) highest-power terms are _~ -u , 
zm+l+m+lzn+n+l andrm+m+2~:n+l+n which are, respectively, contributed by uzzxu,  uxuz~, and 
x -y  ~x  -y  , 
u~uzx.  No term with so high power is seen from uxt. Then, the balancing act requires that those 
three terms have the same power, i.e., 4 zxzu , or that m = 1, n = 0, and 
u(x, y, t) = 0x w[z(x, y, t)] --- w'z~, (4) 
where w I = dw/dz .  
With the aid of Mathemat ica ,  equation (1) becomes 
Wt/ /Z  Z 2 . r  // /// 4 t; 2 3 /t 2 2 - ,~ x - 2w"z~zx~: - w"zx~.zt - w 'z~t )  + ~,tw w z~z~, + 2(w ) z~z~ + (w)  z~,z~z:~ 
Jl- / 111 2 z / 11 2 / 11 2 ¢,,r I/ it/ 4 w w zvz  ~ ~ + 2w'w"z=z~vz~ + w w zvz~ + w w z~z~ v + (w' )2z~z~x~]  + ztw w zvz  ~ 
jr_ t / / I  3 t/ 2 2 w w z~z~ v + 3(w ) zyz~z~ + 3w'w"z~z~yz~ + w'w"z~z~zx~ + (w ' )2z~vz~]  + [ -w(5)z~z  4
. tit 2 ~ /I/ 2 _ 6W/ /ZxxZxxy  
- 4w(4)z3zxu - 6w(4)z~z2zx= - 12wt~zxzzyzxx - ow zyzz= - ow zzzzx  u 
- 4wUlZyZxZxxx - 4WUZxyZxxz - 4WUZxZxxzy - wUzyzxxzx - wlZxzxxy] = O. 
(5) 
The balancing act turns out to be 
z4z~[(4 + 2)w"w'"  - w (s)] = O, (6) 
which, as the ODE for w(z) ,  has a solution of the form 
y, t)] = k.  ln[z(z,  y, t)], (7) 
with k = -2.  
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The equation splitting [14] is then applied to the remainder of equation (5), with its simplest 
part, or the w ~ terms, vanishing, i.e., 
zxxt + zx~y = O. (8) 
Integrate it twice, and we choose 
zt + zxxv = 0, (9) 
which has a term of twice derivatives with respect o x, and hence, a trial solution of the x-linear 
form 
z(x, y, t) = 1 + exp[O(y, t).  x + ~(y, t)], (10) 
where O(y,t) and ql(y,t) are differentiable functions of y and t only. Substitute it back into 
equation (9), and we get 
Ot + 020v = O, 
(11) 
~t + 02~y + 200y = O. 
Putting everything together, we find that 
u(x, y, t) = ax w[z(x, y, t)] 
= -2 .  o (y , t ) ,  exp[O(y , t )  • • + 
1 + exp[O(y, t)- x + kO(y, t)] 
where O(y, t) and ~(y,t) are constrained by equations (11). 
By virtue of Mathematiea, expression (12) with equations (11) are shown to satisfy the original 
PDE, i.e., equation (1). Thus, a new family of overturning soliton solutions for equation (1) is 
obtained via the method presented. The family is different from what has been reported in [1]. 
Solitary waves are only a simple ease of the family with the choices of O = constant and 
O(y,t) = c~y + ~t + % where a and ~ are constants, while ~ = -aO 2. 
In the end, using the separation of variables for the first of equations (11), we also find an 
example of the explicit solutions from this family, as follows: 
u(x,y,t)=Ox -2 .1n 1+ yl+a 
=~:~f~.{tanh[ +~'x÷a ' ln t - ( l+a) ' lny ]  +1} 
2 
where a is an arbitrary, nonzero constant. 
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